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ABSTRACT

Work on the development of a precise semantic model for data base systems is presented. Our model is intended to provide a formal basis for investigating suitable semantic principles for data base systems where many users may be performing tasks concurrently, and where data bases are shared among users. The application programs of system users are assumed to be expressed in terms of a modified relational data base model. The semantics of primitive data base operations are expressed in terms of semantic routines that specify transformations of abstract data structures which represent states of the data base system. Our approach to establishing correctness of semantic routines in the presence of concurrent system activities is described.
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1. Introduction

We are working toward defining a precise semantic model for data base systems where many users may be performing tasks concurrently, and where data bases may be shared among users. Our approach is illustrated in Figure 1, and makes use of several notions discussed previously by Dennis [1]. We suppose that data bases take the form of collections of domains and relations according to the relational model of Codd [4]. Operations on data bases will be modelled in terms of transformations of abstract data structures by sequences of abstract operations. The objective is to extend the semantics of the relational model to situations in which concurrency and sharing occur, and to specify these semantics in terms of a lower level abstract language. One advantage of this approach is that correct implementation of the semantic specification will automatically ensure correct operation of a data base system.

Codd's work in [2] has shown that the relational model can represent the type of structures outlined in the CODASYL Systems Committee Report [3], and he claims [4] that this model exhibits a greater degree of data independence than the group, tree or plex structures described in the CODASYL Report. Thus our work is applicable to a wide class of data bases.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the relational model of Codd [2]. In this paper we first describe our abstract objects and basic operations. This is followed by a discussion of our representation of domains and relations, with some examples demonstrating our method of semantic definition.
2. **Abstract Objects and Operations on Abstract Objects**

Our **abstract objects** are directed acyclic graphs. The arcs between the nodes of the graph are called branches. A special class of nodes that may not have branches emanating from them are known as **elementary objects**. Each elementary object has a value which may be (for illustration) an integer, a representation of a real number, or a string. Each branch of an object is labelled with a string or an integer.

In our **semantic definitions** for primitive database operations, we use two classes of variables -- **structure variables** and **selector variables**. The value of a structure variable ranges over the nodes of abstract objects. The value of a selector variable ranges over the set of possible branch labels. By a **selector expression**, we mean either an identifier of a selector variable or an actual branch label denoted by a string enclosed in single quotes. The value of a selector expression is a branch label. If \( P \) is an identifier of a structure variable and \( x_1, \ldots, x_k \) are selector expressions, then

\[
P \cdot x_1 \times x_2 \times \ldots \times x_k
\]

is a **structure expression**. The value of a structure expression is the data base node reached from node \( P \) by tracing the path with successive branches labelled with the values of \( x_1, \ldots, x_k \). The value of a structure expression is undefined if no such path exists. If \( E \) is a structure expression and \( x \) is a selector expression, then

\[
E(x)
\]

is a **branch expression**, the value of which is the branch of the object that emanates from the node identified by the value of \( E \), and has the value of \( x \) as its label.

To illustrate this notation, consider the abstract object shown in Figure 2. Suppose node \( n_1 \) is the value of the structure variable \( P \). Then \( P.'a' \) will refer to node \( n_2 \). If 'b' is the value of selector variable \( x \) then both \( P.'a'.b' \) and \( P.'a'.x \) refer to node \( n_3 \). \( P.'a'('b') \) and
P.'a'(x) will both refer to the branch labelled with the string 'b' and emanating from node n2.

To refer to the value of an elementary object we use the function \texttt{val}. Application of \texttt{val} to a structure expression that refers to an elementary object gives the value of the elementary object. If the structure expression does not refer to an elementary object then \texttt{val} is undefined. For example, in Fig. 2 \texttt{val(P.'a'.e')} = 3, but \texttt{val(P.'a')} is undefined.

The operations and tests we shall use to build the routines that define data base operations in terms of abstract objects are explained in Table 1. Two Boolean variables, called lock and block, are associated with each node of an abstract object. The lock variable for a node \( n \) is used to exclude concurrent processes from simultaneous access to the object having \( n \) as its root node. The block variable will be used in the semantic routines to limit alteration of objects that represent parts of databases shared among system users. The lock and block variables of a node are referred to by writing \texttt{lock(P)} or \texttt{block(P)} where \( P \) is a structure expression that refers to the node.

Figure 2. An abstract object.
Table 1: Abstract Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>self(P,x)</code></td>
<td>= T, if there is a branch labelled with the value of selector expression x,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and emanating from the node to which P refers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>= F, otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>empty(P)</code></td>
<td>= T, if there are no branches emanating from the node to which P refers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>= F, otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>del(P,x)</code></td>
<td>The branch labelled with the value of the selector expression x and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>emanating from the node to which P refers is deleted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>append(P,x)</code></td>
<td>A branch labelled with the value of selector expression x is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attached to the node to which P refers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>create(P)</code></td>
<td>A new node is created and assigned to P. The block and lock variables are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>set to F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>link(P,Q,x)</code></td>
<td>A branch labelled with the value of x is created. It emanates from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node to which P refers and terminates on the node to which Q refers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>lock(P)</code></td>
<td>If the lock variable associated with P is T, then the process waits until</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it becomes F. It is then set to T and the process continues. If it is F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>then the process sets it to T and continues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>unlock(P)</code></td>
<td>The lock variable associated with P is set to F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>principal(p)</code></td>
<td>= T, if the program that invoked this command belongs to user p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>= F, otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>block(P)</code></td>
<td>The block variable associated with P is set to T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>isblock(P)</code></td>
<td>= T, if the block variable associated with P is T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>= F, otherwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Representation of Domains

We propose a model for the semantics of a database system through which a number of users gain access to and manipulate relational data bases by running application programs expressed in terms of primitive data base operations. A state of the data base system consists of the current contents of a collection of relational data bases, the user application programs, and information about the state of execution of each application program.

In our model we represent the data base component of the system state as an abstract object and define a set of primitive data base operations by routines that perform transformations of the abstract state.

In any state of the data base system, the data bases in existence are defined with respect to a collection of domains and a collection of relations that involve these domains. Here we discuss the representation of domains, access to domains, and the formation and sharing of domains. In subsequent paragraphs we discuss the representation of domain values and of relations as abstract objects.

The value of a domain is a set of strings. Domain values are subject to modification by the action of application programs. If \( D \) is the set of domain variables that exist at some moment in operation of the data base system, the collection of domain values may be represented by a value function

\[
V_D: D \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(S)
\]

where \( S \) is the set of all strings usable as names of domain elements and \( \mathcal{P}(S) \) is the power set of \( S \).

Let \( U \) be the set of users of the data base system. We model the ability of users to gain access to domains by a set \( N \) of access pairs:

\[
N \subseteq \{(u, n) | u \in U \text{ and } n \in S\}
\]

For an access pair \((u, n)\), \( n \) is the name by which user \( u \) refers to some domain variable \( d \in D \). The correspondence of access pairs to domain variables is represented by the access function

\[
A_D: N \rightarrow D
\]
which associates a domain variable with each access pair for which $A_d$ is defined.

We now propose an abstract representation for the domain structure. This is shown in Fig. 3. Here the access function is expressed by the paths between the user nodes and domain variable nodes. The value function is expressed by the paths from the domain variable nodes to the value objects. Thus in Fig. 3 user $u_1$ refers to domain variable $d_2$ using the name $n_1$, whereas user $u_2$ refers to the same domain variable by the name $n_4$.

Let us now discuss the semantics of operations on the domains. There are two classes of operations -- those concerned with the access function and those concerned with the value function.

In this paper we will only discuss some of the primitives concerned with the domain access function. These primitives allow us to control the sharing of domains and are discussed in the next section.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3. Representation of access to domains.
Table 2. Semantic Definitions of Access

declare domain \((P,p1,d1)\)
    if principal\((p1)\)
        then lock\((P.p1)\);
            if selt\((P.p1.'domains', d1)\)
                then unlock\((P.p1)\); return F;
            else append\((P.p1.'domains'.d1, 'names')\);
                unlock\((P.p1)\); return T;
        else return F;
    end;

create domain \((P,p1,d1,d2)\)
    if principal\((p1)\)
        then lock\((P.p1)\)
            if selt\((P.p1.'domains', d1)\)
                then if selt\((P.p1,'domains', d2)\)
                    then unlock\((P.p1)\); return F;
                else block\((P.p1.'domains'.d1,'names')\);
                    append\((P.p1.'domains'.d2)\);
                    link\((P.p1.'domains'.d2, P.p1.'domains'.d1,'names','names')\);
                    unlock\((P.p1)\); return T;
            else unlock\((P.p1)\); return F;
        else return F;
    end
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Table 2 (continued)

share domain (P,S,p1,d1,p2,d2)
    if principal(p1)
        then lock(P,p1);
        if self(P,p1,'domains', d1)
            then if self(S,p1.p2, d2)
                 then unlock(P,p1); return F;
                 else link(S,p1.p2, P,p1.'domains',d1, d2);
                 unlock(p.p1); return T;
            else unlock(P.p1); return F;
    else return F;
end;

borrow domain (P,B,p1,d2,p2,d3)
    if principal(p2)
        then lock(P,p2)
        if self(B,p2,p1, d2)
            then if self(P,p2.'domains', d3)
                 then unlock(P,p2); return F;
                 else link(P,p2.'domains',B.p2,p1.d2, d3);
                 unlock(P,p2); return T;
            else unlock(P,p2); return F;
    else return F;
end;
Figure 5
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3.1 Sharing of Domains

In a shared database system we must provide a method for making information available to a number of users and yet control this sharing of information in a way that actions of one user do not interfere with the correctness of actions of other users.

One approach that can be used here is to introduce the concept of ownership, which implies that some users may have ownership rights with respect to certain objects in the system which other users do not have.

We may consider the following simple notion of ownership:

1. If a user owns a variable then he has ownership rights to the variable.
2. If a user has ownership rights with respect to a variable he may access, or alter the value of the variable, and may give ownership rights with respect to the variable to other users.

This notion of ownership is realized by the primitives `declare domain`, `create domain`, `share domain` and `borrow domain`. A `declare domain` operation will create a new domain variable, whose value is initialized to the empty set, and an access pair that defines the name by which this user refers to the domain variable. The `create domain` primitive creates a new domain variable, whose value is the same as some existing domain variable, and creates a new access pair by which the user refers to the new domain variable.

The `declare domain` and `create domain` primitives are defined in terms of abstract operations in Table 2, and their effects on the abstract structure are shown in Fig. 5. The effect of the `declare domain` needs no explanation, but the `create domain` needs some elaboration. One of the effects of `create domain` is that the value structure is now shared by the two domain variables and the block variable of the value node is set to T. The blocking ensures that primitive operations, which subsequently
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change the value of a domain variable, do not also change the value of some domain variable that shares the value structure.

For example, in Fig. 4(a) the value structure that is defined by node B is shared by two domain variables. This value may be considered to consist of two parts, $S_1$ and $S_2$. Suppose the user who refers to one of the domain variables by the name 'n', changes the part $S_1$. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 4(b). The value appearing to the user who refers to the other domain variable by the name 'n2' remains unchanged. Thus he retains sole ownership to this domain variable. The node that defines the structure $S_2$ would now become blocked so that a similar effect results if $S_2$ is altered.

Sharing of domains is represented in our data base system by the function

$$F_D : U \times U \rightarrow P(Y)$$

where $Y = S \times S$.
where \( Y \) is a set of name pairs and \( \mathcal{P}(Y) \) is the power set of \( Y \). \( F_D \) maps each pair of users \( (u_1, u_2) \) to a set of name pairs. Each element \( (n_1, n_2) \) of this subset is a name pair which indicates a domain variable that user \( u_1 \) wishes to share with user \( u_2 \). \( n_1 \) is the name by which \( u_1 \) refers to this domain variable. The share domain primitive has the effect of adding one pair to the subset defined by some user pair. Each name, \( n_2 \), is a name that user \( u_2 \) will use in the borrow domain primitive to access the domain variable that has been made available to him by a share domain primitive. The borrow domain primitive will also create a new access pair \( (u_2, n_3) \), which will define the name by which user \( u_2 \) wishes to access the shared domain variable, and a reference from this access pair to the domain variable.

Sharing is represented in our abstract state by including a share structure defined by the nodes \( S \) and \( B \), and shown in Fig. 6. \( P \) in this figure is that part of the state that defines the domains and relations currently accessible to the users in some relational data base. \( S \) and \( B \) represent that part of the state defined by the relation \( F_D \). A user \( u_1 \) makes a domain variable to which he refers by the name \( n_1 \) available to user \( u_2 \), by linking node \( S \cdot 'u1' \cdot 'u2' \) to the domain variable node with a branch labelled \( n_2 \). \( u_2 \) can now gain access to this domain variable by the expression \( B \cdot 'u2' \cdot 'u1' \cdot 'n2' \) and create a branch to this variable in the \( P \) structure.

Table 2 defines the primitives share domain and borrow domain, which are used to transfer ownership rights and the effect of them is illustrated in Fig. 6. For convenience in Table 2 we have used the structure variables \( P \), \( S \) and \( B \) as bound variables. Application programs will be constructed using primitives where these variables are free, and implicitly refer to appropriate parts of the abstract data structure.

We note that given these semantics it is necessary that a user have sole ownership of a domain if we are to ensure that the value of the domain may not be changed by some other user. This is an unsatisfactory
Figure 6

Step 1: share domain \((P, S, 'p1', 'd1', 'p2', 'd2')\)

Step 2: borrow domain \((P, B, 'p1', 'd2', 'p2', 'd3')\)
restriction, as a user will often wish to grant other users access to a domain with assurance that the domain value cannot be altered by other users who, however, may have access to the domain. Hence, we require a second kind of ownership, which allows a user to:

(i) access the value of a domain, but not alter it.
(ii) give the same ownership rights to some other user.

Two approaches are possible to the specification of this extended notion of ownership:

(i) Extend our objects so that a variable with value W or R is associated with each node. We can then have the structure shown in Fig. 7. We can define our semantics in such a way that a program accessing the value structure through the branch
dlx cannot alter the value as R is associated with its domain variable node. A program accessing the value through dly can change the value, as W is associated with its domain variable node.

(ii) We can associate with each domain in the structure, the actual operators that a borrower is allowed to use. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. We associate a domain access structure with the domain variable. User ul is the only user allowed to use the write primitive. All other users can only read the value of the domain variable.

It is not clear at this stage as to which is the more satisfactory alternative. This will become clear as our work proceeds and we develop a complete set of primitives.

Figure 9. Representation of domain value.
3.2 Representation of Domain Value

Two approaches for the representation of domain values are illustrated in Fig. 9.

Conceptually we must have the ability to obtain any domain element by giving its name, or all domain elements in some conventional order. The first ability -- direct access by name -- is needed, for example, to answer an interrogation as to whether a specified element exists in the domain. The second ability is needed when every domain element must be examined in order to perform the operation requested.

By adopting approach 2 in Figure 9 we can describe the semantics of direct access in terms of a sequential search. Approach 1 is better suited to explain the semantics of direct access but is unsatisfactory for ordered sequential access. We feel that a composite approach is required that allows primitives such as:

"obtain the name of the next element of domain d"

"for all items in the domain d . . ."

This would require the definition of a conventional ordering of the elements of domains which could be the natural order of the elements of S.

4. Representation of Relations

For the representation of the relations of a data base we are again concerned with representation of access to relations and to their values. Access by system users to relations by name is the same as access to domains, and makes use of operations analogous to declare domain, create domain, share domain, and borrow domain. Let R be a set of relation variables, and let the relation access function be

\[ A_R : N \rightarrow R \]
New problems arise in representing values of relations, for the elements of a relation may be accessed over various paths and a representation should permit efficient access to relation elements over all access paths that are expected to be heavily used during system operation. Furthermore, it should be possible to easily change the representation to include additional access paths if new uses of the relation are introduced subsequent to data base formation. These requirements are similar to facilities provided in the language LEAP [6].

The relation value function for R is

\[ v_R : R \rightarrow \mathcal{R} \]

where \( \mathcal{R} \) is the class of all \( n \)-ary relations on domains in D where \( n \geq 2 \):

\[ \mathcal{R} = \bigcup \mathcal{R}_n, \quad n = 2, 3, \ldots \]

\[ \mathcal{R}_n = \{ \langle d_1, \ldots, d_n \rangle, \mathcal{D} ( \langle d_1, \ldots, d_n \rangle | d_i \in D) \}

\[ \mathcal{D} (\langle d_1, \ldots, d_n \rangle) \subseteq \mathcal{P} (\langle e_1, \ldots, e_n \langle e_i \in V(d_1) \rangle) \]

In the above, \( \mathcal{R}_n \) is the set of \( n \)-ary relations, where a relation for our purposes is a pair consisting of an ordered \( n \)-tuple of domain variables and a set of \( n \)-tuples \( \mathcal{D} (\langle d_1, \ldots, d_n \rangle) \) called relation instances where each component of a relation instance is an element of the value set of the corresponding domain variable.

We have devised an abstract representation for relation values that is able to represent as many potential access paths as appropriate. The representation has three parts as shown in Figure 10. The access structure identifies the domains of the relation and their order. The descrip-
Figure 10

Figure 11
tion structure contains information about how the set of relation instances is represented in the association structure.

The association structure is composed of the three kinds of objects illustrated in Figure 11:

(i) the directory object: Branches emanating from the root node of this object are labeled with item names. All the item names are elements of the same domain.

(ii) the relation instance object: Each branch is labeled with an integer that identifies a domain and terminates on an elementary object whose value is an element of that domain.

(iii) the order object: A finite number of branches terminate on relation instance objects. The branch labels are consecutive integers 1, ..., N.

Let us now consider how these objects may be used to represent the association structure. Suppose a user can access the relation shown in the following table.

| Relation R1 |
|---|---|---|
| D1 | D2 | D3 |
| a | n | x |
| a | m | x |
| b | n | y |

Figure 12 shows one possible representation for this relation. The access structure indicates that the relation has three domains which (in this relation) have the names D1, D2, and D3; the access structure also has links to the domain variable nodes that represent the values of these domains. In Figure 12 the association structure represents the set of relation instances by an order object having one component instance object
for each relation instance of the relation. The description structure states that the two levels of the association structure are composed of an order object (type has the value ord), and relation instance objects (type has the value rel).

The integer-labelled branches emanating from node nl in the description structure indicate by Boolean values which domains are represented in corresponding relation instance objects of the association structure; in Figure 12 all three domains are represented, as is necessary to completely represent the relation.

The association structure of Figure 12 does not permit easy access to just those relation instances having specified domain elements in certain positions. Efficient access to a relation using elements of one or more domains as keys may be provided by using directory objects at one or more levels in the association structure. In illustration the relation R1 may also be represented as in Figure 13 in which the top level of the association structure is a directory object (type value is dir in the description structure). Since the domain D1 element of a relation instance from the path over which it is reached, the branch labelled 1 of each relation instance object in Figure 12 may be omitted.
5. Correctness of Database Systems

The correctness of semantic routines such as those presented in Table 2 for the domain access and sharing primitives of a database system may be studied as follows: The meaning of each database primitive is defined by the change it makes in the access functions and value functions for domains and relations. We may consider the access and value functions that apply to some moment in system operation to form a database state and regard execution of a database operation as performing a transition between a pair of database states.

For example, the operation declare domain \((P, u, n)\) can be defined as the following transformation on the database state.

\[
\begin{align*}
D &\rightarrow D \cup \{d\} & \text{-- a new domain variable } d \text{ is created} \\
N &\rightarrow N \cup \{\langle u, n \rangle\} & \text{-- a new access pair is created} \\
A_D &\rightarrow A_D \cup \{\langle u, n \rangle, d\} & \text{-- the new domain variable is associated with the new access pair} \\
V_D &\rightarrow V_D \cup \{d, \emptyset\} & \text{-- the initial value of the new domain variable becomes the empty set} \\
R, A_R, F_D, \text{ and } V_R &\text{ are unchanged.}
\end{align*}
\]

Given a database state \(s_1\), execution of a database operation \(a\) results in a new database state \(s_2\) where

\[s_2 = \tau_a(s_1)\]

and \(\tau_a\) is the state transformation for operation \(a\). The semantic routine for operation \(a\) specifies a sequence

\[
z_a = z_{a1}, z_{a2}, \ldots, z_{ak}
\]

of transformations to be applied to the abstract object \(t_1\) that represents the database state \(s_1\). Let \(O\) be a relation that contains a pair \(\langle s, t \rangle\) if \(t\) is an abstract object that represents the database state \(s\) ac-
According to some scheme such as we have outlined above. Let \( \mathcal{D}^{-1} \) be the converse of \( \mathcal{D} \). Relation \( \mathcal{D} \) is one-to-many because there are many ways in which one relation might be represented depending on the anticipated use.

The semantic routines are correct if two conditions are satisfied:

1) The transformation of \( t_1 \) defined by the sequence \( z_a \) is consistent with the transformation of \( s_1 \) by \( \tau_a \); that is

\[
    s_2 = \tau_a(s_1) = \mathcal{D}^{-1}(z_a(\mathcal{D}(s_1)))
\]

for all choices of the initial state \( s_1 \). This condition is illustrated by the commutation diagram in Figure 14.

![Figure 14](image)

2) Let \( a \) and \( b \) be data base operations executed concurrently by two users with the data base system in state \( s_1 \). There are two "correct" outcomes (which need not be distinct):

\[
    s_2 = \tau_b(\tau_a(s_1))
\]

\[
    s_3 = \tau_a(\tau_b(s_1))
\]

Regardless of how the elements of \( z_a \) and \( z_b \) are merged to \( z \), the sequence of abstract transformations applied to some object \( t_1 \) such that \( \langle s_1, t_1 \rangle \in \mathcal{D} \), the result
\[ t_2 = z(t_1) \]

is a representation of one of \( s_2 \) or \( s_3 \); that is, either

\[ \langle s_2, t_2 \rangle \in \mathcal{D} \quad \text{or} \quad \langle s_3, t_2 \rangle \in \mathcal{D} \]

We are studying the choice of primitive database operations suited to database systems in which there are concurrent activities and sharing of information among users, and the design of semantic routines such that concurrency may be effectively employed while meeting our conditions for correctness.
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